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JUDGMENT

INITIATION OF THE PROSECUTION CASE:

1. The prosecution case was initiated on receipt of an ejahar

lodged by one Tutu Baruah, s/o- Lakhan Baruah, R/o

Adarsha Ahom Gaon, P.S. Chengchap, Dist.Tinsukia, Assam

before the o.c, chengchap chariali P.s. on 17.08.2016.The

case was rtgistered vide Chengchap Chariali P.S' Case

No.1 117016 u/sec .447 129415061326/511 IPC'

ALLEGATIONS:

2. In the ejahar it is stated that on 17.08'2016 at around

2.4Oam the accused lan Baruah entered into the property of

the informant and uttered slang words addressing the

informant and her wife. The accused also threatened the

informant of dire Consequences. The accused was armed

with dao and stick and hence the informant and his wife had

to surreptitiously flee from their house. Hence this case.

- said ejahar, the Officer- in- charge'
gat"

Chengchap Police station caused the investigation of the

case. During investigation the investigating officer (l'O)

visited the place of occurrence, prepared a sketch map and

recorded the state of the witnesses u/s- 161 CrPC. One dao

was seized by the police in connection with the instant case'
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The accused was interrogated and allowed to go on police

bail. Aftcr' completion of the investigation, the concerned I/O

submitted charge sheet against the accused namely Jan

Baruah uls- 447150613261511 IPC.

COGNIZANCE AND TRIAL:

Accordingly, cognizance of offence was taken against the

accused u/s- J90(b) CrPC and summons was issued to him.

on service of summons the accused appeared before this

court and he was allowed to go on regular bail. Necessary

copies were furnished to the accused in compliance with

section 207 Cr.P.C. After hearing both sides and having

found prima facie case against the accused u/s- 4471506 IpC

was read over and explained to the accused to which he

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

During the course of the trial, the prosecution examined five

witnesses. Statement of the accused was recorded u/s 313

Cr P C in a separate sheet and tagged with the case record.

v The accused declined to adduce defence evidence. I have

r[ffiIe"**lJ]; 
also carerullv sone throush the evidence adduced on

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION :

6. (a) whether on 17.08.2016 at around z.40am the accused

committed criminal trespass by entering into the property in

possession of the informant with an intent to commit an

5.

Ksyaq{
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9.

offence and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s-

447 TPC?

(b) whether the accused on the same day, time and place

threatened the informant to cause harm to the person/

property and reputation of the informant and his wife and

thereby committed an offence punishable u/s- 506 IPC?

Let me discuss the above points on the basis of the

evidence aM materials available on the record.

EVIDENCE OF PROSECUTION:

PW.1 Bharati Gogoi deposed that she heard about the

incident and she knows that accused lan Baruah was

arrested.

In her cross examination PW1 deposed that she did

not know anything about the incident and she did not see

the incident.

PW2 Ranumai Gogoi deposed that she heard from the

villagers that accused had engaged in some scuffle with Tutu

Baruah.

In her cross examination PW2 deposed that she did

not see the incident and she cannot say whether the incident

pw3 Tutu Baruah deposed that he is the informant and

accused is his brother. Around 3 years back one day at

around 2am when he and his wife Niru Baruah were sleeping

inside their house the accused came in a drunken condition



and damaged the bamboo fencing around his house. The

accuseij started verbally threatening him and screamed that

he would kill his family. PW1 got frightened and he along

with his wife went to the house of Bharat Borah of

Himalaguri village to take shelter as they were in fear that

the accused would attacked them. On the next morning PW1

filed the ejahar.

In- his.:cross examination PW3 deposed that FIR was

written by his wife. He cannot exactly say the content of the

FIR. PW3 further deposed that he cannot remember what he

stated before police. The incident had happened at night and

none had seen the incident.

11. PW.4 Niru Baruah deposed in her evidence that

accused is her brother in law. The incident happened about

3 years ago at night around 2.40am. Her husband and she

sleeping in their house. Accused came In a drunken condition

and damaged the bamboo fencing around the house. Then

he started verbally threatening them that he would kill them.

Xf PW4 further deposed that she got afraid and they went to

Mn the house of Bharat Borah to take shelter. In the next
('/ \ 

";eot\.rsN,morning 
the informant flled the ejahar.

.?.$ffi;"" In her cross examination pw4 deposed that none had

l$lf,,la'"' seen the incident. PW4 denied the suggestion that informant

filed this case owing to some previous enmity with the

accused.

12. PW5 SI, Tankeswar Das deposed that he is the

investigating officer of this case. During investigation he
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recorded statement of the witnesses and seized one dao and

prepoied the sketch map. On completion of the investigation

he submitted charge sheet against the accused.

In his cross examination PW5 deposed that he did not

seize the broken bamboo fencing from the place of

occurrence. Informant was not sent for medical treatment.

PW5 denled the suggestion that accused did not threaten

the informpnt showing sharp weapon.

STATEMENT OF DEFENCE:

13. Questions were put to the accused for the purpose of

enabling him personally to explain any circumstances

appearing in evidence against him. The accused has denied

all the allegations leveled by the prosecution and he said

that informant had falsely filed this case.

ARGUMENT:

L4. The learned counsel for the prosecution has submitted

that the accused is guilty of the offence as the ingredients of

section 4471506 IPC are made out. On the other hand, the

learned counsel for the accused submits that the prosecution

;';.Ti::
PW.2 are also the relatives of the informant as well as the

7
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accused. The alleged incident happened on 17.8.2016 at

around 2AM. The place of occurrence is the compound of the

house of the informant.

16. PW.3 deposed that on that night he and his wife were

sleeping in his house and then the accused came in drunken

condition, entered into their property and started verbally

threatening them. He damaged the bamboo fencing around

the house. Jh" accused was armed with dao and he

threatened to kill PW.1 and his wife, The evidence of PW.4

has fully corroborated the version of PW.3. The investigating

officer seized the dao from the possession of the accused

and the dao is exhibited in evidence as Material Exhibit-1.

PW.3 and PW.4 deposed that they got scared and had to

flee from their house.

t7. In the cross examination of PW.3 he deposed that he

can not remember exactly what he stated before police. The

ejahar was written by his wife and he can not say about the

content of the ejahar. It is not impossible to slip from mind

n /* what a person stated before police three years back. A man

/XrA does not possess photographic memory. In Bharwada

"-.1*r;*.:lklft). Bhoginbhai Hirjibhai v. State of Guiara4 (1983) 3 sCC

^$-H[*5*O 
ztt, the Hon'ble Supreme court of India held that

J[""d'\to'- "s... "(l) By and large a witness cannot be

expected to possess a photographic memory and to recall

the details of an incident. It is not as if a video tape is

replayed on the mental screen. (2) Ordinarily it so happens

that a witness is overtaken by events. The witness could not

8



have anticlpated the occurrence which so often has an
eleme:;t of surprised. The mental faculties therefore cannot

be expected to be attuned to absorb the detai/s.,,l1ence, it
can be said that the prosecution case does not become futile
if the witness deposed in the court that he can not
remember what he stated before the police. In the present

case, the statement of the pw.3 was recorded by the police

in the year 2016 and the witness deposed before the court in

the year 2019.It is naturar to forget the exact sentences at

the time his evidence that he stated by pw.3 before the
police. If the defence wishes to contradict the witness on

material omission, suggestion has to be given to the witness

specifically on the point as postulated under section 145 of
the Indian Evidence Act, That was not done in the cross

examination. Therefore, the evidence of pw.3 can not be

treated as "material omission" to impeach his credit.

Furthermore, being a rustic witness pw.3 may not be able to
present his case in a systematic way or he may have some

difficulties in understanding the nitpicky questions put to him

by the defence lawyer. Merery saying that "he does not know

the content of ejahar" does not lead us to a conclusive

proposition that the content of the ejahar is concocted or

false. An ejahar/ FIR is not a substantive piece of evidence.

in his evidence, not given the

ilb) not a variation from the content of the ejahar. pw.3

deposed that the ejahar was written by his wife. He only
9
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puts his signature. Hence, it can be concluded that

testimony of PW.3 is not lmpeached and veracity of

content of ejahar can not be questioned on,

Relative witness:

PW.3 and PW,4 are husband and wife. Question

generally arises that what would be the weight of the

testimony 'bf husband and wife if not corroborated by

independent witness. PW.1 and PW.2 are also relative of the

informant and they did not say anything incriminating to the

accused. Interestingly, PW.1 and PW.2 are relatives of the

accused too as the informant and the accused are brothers.

In Khurshid Ahmed v. State of J&K pOLB) 7 SCC 429

it was held that "3f . There ls no proposltion in law that

relatlves are to be treated as untruthful witnesses. On the

contrary, reason has to be shown when a plea of partlality ls

ralsed to show that the witnesses had reason to shield actual

culprlt and falsely implicate the accused.

32. If the evidence of an eyewitness, though a close relative

/ V -r of the victim, inspires confidence, it must be relied upon

$-gg$ffi]r*rr, seekins corroboration with minute materiat

!rrdpte"-(,Yr?rr* particulars. It is no doubt true that the courts must be
[-r6r.!t' 

*- rv' t'vu'v' r'

cautious while considering the evidence of interested

" witnesses."From the ratio of the above judgment it can be

concluded that the evidence of PW.3 and PW.4 can not be

discarded on the ground that they are husband and wife.

PW.3 and PW.4 deposed in their cross examination that

the

the

18.

ffi
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none had seen the incident. It would be not wise to expect

presence of any independent witness in the place of

occurrence at 2.00 AM. The version of PW.3 and PW.4 are

not rebutted in cross examination in any way. It has inspired

confidence in the mind of the court.

Making out the ingredients of the sections:

19. The ingredients of section 447 IPC are - (i) accused

entered into the property in possession of others, (ii) he

entered with an intent to commit an offence or to intimidate,

insult or annoy the person in possession of the property. In

the present case at hand, the accused entered into the

property of the informant, threatened him and cut the

bamboo fencing around the house. Hence it is clear that

accused has committed an offence of criminal trespass

punishable under section 447 IPC.

20. The ingredients of section 506 IPC are as follows- (i)

the accused threatened the victim or any person interested

&f to him to cause harm to his person, property and reputation,

-.,\y\ 
(ii) with an intent to cause alarm to him. In the present case

(Y.,.;1ontLsfelso the accused threatened the informant and his wife to

*Xl}k:, *d their tife. rhe accused was armed with a dao at that
s$jii'ra'"' time. The informant and his wife got scared of the

threatening by the accused and they surreptitiously flee from

their house to save their life. Hence, I have no constraint to

conclude that the ingredients of section 506 IPC are squarely

ffi

fit in the present case.
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27. In the light of the above discussion, the accused

persun is found guilty uls- 4471506 Ipc and accordingly he is
convicted. The points for determination formulated above

are answered in affirmative.

22. I have considered the nature of offence and the injury
sustained by the victim. I am of the opinion that a message

should go to the society so that an example is set in order to
deter the like-minded people from doing and repeating the
same kind of offence. Hence, I do not incline to extend the
benefit of the Probation of offenders Act to the accused Sri

Jan Baruah.

23. I have heard the convict on the quantum of sentence.

He prayed for leniency. I have considered both incriminating

and mitigating factors.

ORDER

rn result, accused sri Jan Baruah is convicted u/s-
447/506 rPc. Accordingjty, convict is sentenced to
undergo simple imprisonment for three months u/s-
447 rPc. He is fufther sentenced to undergo simple

Nom$11"Y:::::,::::: :un '!"uo":n,: rhe period of
ladiJa' detention if already undergone by the convict shatt be

set off.

24. Let a certified copy of the judgment be furnished to
the convict free of cost.

i

12
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25- send the copy of the judgment to the District
Magisrrate, Tinsukia as per procedure of law.

26. Bail bond submitted on behalf of the accused is hereby

discharged.

27. Material exhibits, if any, shall be cJisposed of in ciue
course as per procedure of law.

Accordingly the case is disposed of on contest.

-jn

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the Lgrh

day of December, 2022. The entire judgment is typed by me.

(Sri Rupan

SDJM(M), Chapakhowa
SubDivisional

Judichl Magbtrate(M)'
Sadiya, ChaPakhowa

@it,p,N

rffiL}

ringia Phukan)
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APPENDIX -
A. PROSECUTION

6W
Kffi

RANK I NAME

PW.1 I Anarati Gogoi

PW.2 J Ranumai Gogoi

PW.3 | tutu Baruah

.4 j fViru Baruah t

SI Tankeswar Das

. Defence Witnesses, if any:

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

Informant

Investigating officer

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

RANK 
] 

runur

DW.l 
I 

NrL

C. Court Witnesses, if any:

RANK 
I 

rrrnvrr

1

CW.1 I NIL
l

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT

A. Prosecution:

Sr. No. Exhibit Number

1

2.

3

4

Exhibit -1

Exhibit-1( 1)

Exhibit-2

Exhibi-2(1)

Description

Ejahar

Signature of PW.3

Seizure list

Signature of PW.5
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r/
5

6

7

B

B. Defence:

Sketch map

Signature of PW5

Charge Sheet

Signature of PW.5

I

1

1)

1)

Exhibit Number

NIL

Description

I 

oescriotion

D. Material Objects:

Material Exhibit-1

SDIM(M), Chapakhowa
SuU-Oiviebnal

J udiirai M agbtrate(M)'
SadiYa, GhaPakhoura

Charingia Phukan)
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Exhibit Number

NIL

Description

Meat Dao

Sr. No.

1

Sr. No.

1

(Sri Ru


